
RESUME WRITING ARTICLES OFFER ADVICE

A well-written resume can help get the attention of hiring managers that may eventually lead to a job offer. Following a
few key resume writing tips can help your resume stand out. Should You Put Your Address On Your Resume Â· 6
Universal Rules for Resume Writing. Was this article helpful? Thanks for the feedback!.

Bold this and all section title words to draw attention in a cursory review by your reader. Have a modern
version of your resume and an ATS-optimized version. Your resume is often the first step to getting an
interview with an employer. The numbers do not add up, and there are more effective ways to spend your time
Focus your search and your priorities. There are numerous ways to accomplish the goal of resume brevity and
still optimally reflect the depth of your qualifications for an opportunity. Use a modern resume design that is
easy to read. Then you can cut and paste the sections in an optimal sequence for the opportunity you are
applying. What are finishing touches? This format will not work well for someone who has little or no work
history, has been out of the workforce for a considerable amount of time, has significant gaps between
positions, and tends to job hop. Find out what common issues are with the company, position, and industry.
Include metrics and keywords within your snapshot. When you are sitting down to write your resume, it can
be tiresome to try to think of all the different ways you have done something. By employing the common
sense concepts in this article you can enhance your resume, find the work of your dreams and change your life.
Save the file in a compatible format to ensure that it gets read and converted properly. Grab a highlighter and
look through the job posting for important qualifications, skills, and experience. Getting to it: Center your
name and contact information at the top of the pageand include any credentials or degrees you may possess.
Utilize your judgment to determine your optimal presentation in this area. Different keywords carry different
weight. Follow this theme throughout. Generally however, any experience from over thirty years ago is
outdated and a misuse of valuable resume space. If your resume includes old or irrelevant information, such as
jobs held over 10 years ago or minor degrees and achievements, it may distract from key information. Focus
on what you did in the job, NOT what your job was there's a difference Include a one or two top line job
description first, then list your accomplishments For each point ask yourself, What was the benefit of having
done what I did?


